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Students criticize co-educational
mandate at SGA open forum
ISABEL MONTELEONE '16
NEWS EDITOR

A critique that Trinity faculty, staff,
and the administration have long had
about Trinity students is their complacency on school-wide issues. However,
when it comes to the provisions and
plans set forth under the College's new
Social Policy, especially regarding
Greek life, complacent is everything
Trinity students have not been.
On Sunday, March 9 at 6:30 p.m.,
the
Trinity
College
Student
Government Association (SGA) hosted
a forum on the Social Policy's co-education mandate. Open to all, the forum's
goal was to let the voices of the opinionated student body be heard concerning the Greek mandate.
The mandate, one of the many
aspects of the Social Policy, would
require all Greek organizations to
reach gender parity by 2016, inevitably
conflicting with many of Greek charters currently in place.
The panel, led by SGA Senator

Eamon Bousa '15, took place just
days before the student-wide vote,
which will happen online this
Thursday, March 13. The vote will
require a yes or no answer on the following question: "Should the coeducational mandate imposed on Greek
Letter Organizations be repealed?"
Bousa began by vocalizing the history of Greek life at Trinity while referencing the "Referendum Pros and
Cons" sheet which circulated throughout the student body in the week prior
to the forum. To begin, Bousa made
note that Trinity College went co-ed in
1968. Surprisingly, the campaign to
repeal Trinity's Greek organizations is
not a novelty; The first attempt took
place in 1992 and continued to be
brought up again a number of times in
the following years.
The current push to enforce gender
parity by 2016 was a decision enacted
via the Charter Committee, a committee comprised of faculty and students

see GREEK on page 5

Career Development Center
hosts Business Trek to NYC
KRISTINA XIE '16
ARTS EDITOR

During Trinity Days, the Career
and Service Development Center
organized a trip to New York City for
two groups of students interested in
the business and art world. During
this overnight trip, students got the
opportunity to understand the culture
of the different workplaces and network with alumni. Severn Sandt, the
Assistant Director of the Career
Service Development Center, developed the program working closely with
the Alumni Affairs Office. Through this
network, she contacted alumni and
parents of current students, all who
expressed a willingness to share their
career stories and daily responsibilities. "No one said no to helping a fellow
Bantam!" she stated. This was great
news for students who had a jammed
packed day visiting businesses and art
institutions in the city.

Students on the business trek
arrived in Blackrock's corporate office
and were greeted by Matt Mara '95. He
advised students that the first couple
of years in finance was hard and meant
dedicating long hours to the job. Bill
Ryckman '91 painted a tougher picture
of what it takes to become an investment banker. Students also got the
chance to sit in on a morning teleconference with staff at offices in San
Francisco, London, and New York. The
next stop was a visit from J.P.
Morgan's Private Banking team, which
consisted of Miguel Hennessey P'l5,
David Rooney '03, and Nicole Lustig
'12. They stressed the importance of
contacting Trinity alumni working in
fields of interest. Alumni ''have a soft
spot for fellow Bants" stated Lustig.
Students were excited to meet Josh
Gruss '96, founder and CEO of Round
Hill Music and a Trustee of the

see BUSINESS on page 6

COURTESY OF http://trincoll.edu
The Trinity College Career Development Center hosted a variety of events for students over Trinity Days.

COURTESY OF Kappa Kappa Gamma
This past Sunday, March 9, SGA hosted an open forum to allow students to discuss the coed mandate.

Accidentals and Quirks wow
audience at a capella concert
ISABEL MONTELEONE '16
NEWS EDITOR

On the brisk winter night of March
6, two of Trinity's impressive a capella
groups, the Accidentals and the
Quirks, united within the historical
walls of the Chapel for a night of songs
and introductions. For both groups,
this was the first concert since the
spring semester auditions, which took
place at the beginning of the semester.
Since then, the groups have inducted a
number of new members who made
their debuts throughout the night.
The Chapel pews were filled with
students eagerly waiting in anticipation for the night to start. In good-ole
'cac spirit, the pews were full with
friends of the performers and many
other a capella-loving students. Prior
to college, many people hear stories
about the popularity of a capella concerts, especially at small schools like
Trinity, but never think that they

would attract such a diverse audience
as they tend to do. What many love
most about these kinds of concerts is
the way they interest all sorts of students - from musicians, to athletes,
past singers, and those who know
nothing about the art at all. These a
capella groups find many unique ways
to draw in students that can make just
about anyone subconsciously tap their
shoes to the beat or hum a rendition of
a song after a performance. It really
brings out a school's strength when so
many students are able to unite for one
common event, and for Trinity, that
event has often been in the name of a
capella.
The Accidentals, Trinity's only allmale group, kicked off the night with
their classic rendition of "Good 01' A
Capella." The jazzy crowd pleaser,
"Good 01' A Capella" was used to introduce the names of the Dents' newest

see ACCIENTALLY on page 9

COURTESY OF http://trincoll.edu
The Accidentals and the Quirks performed together at the Trinity Chapel this past Thursday, March 6.
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Tripod Editorial
Duke adult film actress deserves the
right to work but misses bigger picture
Word spread quickly across
the Internet after a Duke
University freshman revealed to
a fellow classmate that she
works as a part-time adult film
actress to offset her expensive
tuition costs. Once the story got
out at a campus fraternity event
on Jan. 10, ''Belle Knox," as she
is currently known to the public,
quickly saw her anonymity disappear. After only one week,
national news organizations
including TIME and CNN
sought out Knox for articles and
interviews to publicize her story.
Knox has been surprisingly
calm and composed since the
leak. The general public, on the
other hand, cannot quite figure
out how to react. While many
scorn Knox for her involvement
in the adult film industry, claiming it is fundamentally immoral
and degrading, others have
offered strong support for her
confidence and commitment to
her work.
In a live interview with Piers
Morgan, Knox explained that
she finds her sexual autonomy
"incredibly freeing." She believes
that, "We are in a society where
we are so repressed, every single
day. We're told that sex is bad.
We're told not to have sex. We're
told not to show our bodies, and

that's really true for women."
Knox's take on female porn
stars and the adult film industry
is nothing new. Many before her
have championed the rights of
sex workers and demanded dignity and respect for their work.
However, Knox's sudden rise to
infamy has granted her an
unusually powerful platform. As
a freshman student at an elite
university, news outlets and
social media users have paid
extra attention to her story,
deeming Knox as either a
degrading scandal or feminist
sensation.
I support Knox's right to par
ticipate in the porn industry, as I
believe it is every person's individual choice how to use their
own body. Knox is right when
she claims that there is nothing
inherently degrading about
porn. She stated in an interview
that, "The prevailing societal
brainwashing dictates that sexuality and sex 'reduce' women,
whereas men are merely innocent actors on the receiving
end." Knox's sexual habits do not
dictate her level of intellect or
kindness, and she should be able
to be both a Duke University
student and adult film actress if
that is what she chooses.
My concern is this: although

porn is not inherently degrading, by and large, the porn
industry does degrade women by
casting them as submissive
objects meant solely for male
pleasure. Porn is made mainly
by men and for men. Knox's
work may feel sexually freeing
to her, but her active participation is still an affirmation of the
deeply flawed and misogynist
sex industry.
Knox has an opportunity to
refute the male-dominated porn
industry that she claims silences
the voices of its female sex workers. Her work is an example of
how sexual choices can empower
women who refuse to accept the
antiquated belief that virginity
or
abstinence
determines
whether we as women are good
or bad people. However, in order
to change the aspects of the porn
industry that she criticizes, such
as the stigma placed on female
sex workers or the lack offemale
directors, Knox should start
thinking about how her work
would change if it was designed
to be marketed towards women,
rather than the hundreds of
thousands of men who already
have enough available video content to last them a lifetime.
-EGR

Teaching methods must be informed
by the influence of Internet culture
The arrival of the Internet
has completely changed the
way in which knowledge is
accessed,
processed,
and
shared. As a result, academic
institutions everywhere have
to adapt to this massive
change. A good education
today is one that embraces,
and does not resist, the new
role of the Internet.
Educators must ask themselves, which educational
methods remain effective in
today's world? And which
teaching methods best utilize
the astounding amount of
information that is now immediately available to us? One
traditional teaching method
that has been changed by the
Internet is memorization. It
seems inefficient to memorize
facts when so many facts can
be summoned in a single
Google search.
Throughout my time in
middle school and high school,
I saw a dramatic shift away
from more traditional teaching modes like memorization.
In middle school, my curricu lum was extremely fact·based.
We memorized dates , the
names of historical figures,
math formulas, etc. We were
assessed on our ability to
recall
those
facts.
Memorization was the domi·
rtpo

nant mode.
In high school, the dominant
teaching
method
changed drastically. My teachers did not care that I could
recall a host of facts . Instead,
they were interested in how I
could apply those facts. This
attitude was summed up in a
comment made by one of my
English teachers. He said, "I
won't make you memorize the
names of authors, dates, or
pointless facts. I don't see the
point of regurgitation." This
pedagogy was a sharp contrast
to middle school teaching
styles in which we would
memorize dates and author's
names. Dates and names are
something that can be easily
accessed online; however, the
ability to craft a strong argument and close read a text are
skills that can't be picked up
immediately through the
Internet.
In this way, a good education is one that places its
emphasis on developing a skill
set rather than giving students an encyclopedic knowledge of facts. At Trinity, this
skill set model of education is
the
favored
approach.
Memorization definitely has
its uses and there are some
instances when facts need to
be accessible without the

Internet, but, overall, the
effectiveness of memorization
is declining. And educational
models should reflect this
change. Schools should provide students with the skills
to navigate the Internet and
use it wisely.
The Internet gives us a
huge database of information;
however, so much of the information is not credible. One of
my professors made an excellent point when she said that
the greatest skill we can have
as Internet users is the ability
to determine whether or not
information is accurate. One
skill that schools should strive
to provide is the ability to use
online sources efficiency and
avoid dubious sites and
sources when doing academic
work.
For these reasons, I believe
that today's effective classroom is one that embraces the
powerful role of the Internet
in how we learn and uses its
capabilities as a powerful
means of teaching.
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Various factors suggest that minimum wage should not be raised
MAX NIKITAS '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In his State of the Union
address a little over a year ago,
President Obama unexpectedly
called on a
recalcitrant
Congress to raise the $7.35 federal minimum wage to $9.00
per hour. Liberals praised the
new priority as a tangible
means of promoting economic
welfare for the 'millions of
Americans who work for minimum
wage'
each
year.
Conservatives scoffed at the
idea as a problem with potentially dire economic consequences founded in the desperation of an administration that
has seen many of its legislative
goals stalled by Republican legislators.
However, over the last year,
a majority of Americans have
consistently backed the proposal to which the President has
devoted very little air time until
quite recently. Indeed, the
botched
rollout
of
the
Healthcare.gov and the IRS and
NSA scandals have heretofore
(and some would say, permanently) rendered both the
Democratic agenda legislatively
unfeasible. It has also rendered
our President, as its principal
advocate, a lame duck. The
President's choice to reaffirm
his hopes for minimum-wage
reform seems to validate this
sentiment, as he blamed
Republicans in his radio
address to the nation this past

Saturday for not "want[ing) to
vote on minimum wage at all."
Citing both popular support
and economic necessity, he once
again called for a federal wage
raise-yet, this time, to $10.10
per hour. As many have blamed
the current administration for
its repeated divisiveness and
inability to compromise, one
would question why the
President would call on
Republicans, who are staunchly
apposed to reform, to approve a
wage that is $1.10 higher than
the $9 he called for last year.
From a purely political standpoint, the President's choice will
most likely undermine the very
cause to which he argues our
legislators should devote their
energies-what better way to
alienate Conservatives than
increasing the controversiality
of a proposal on which they
have refused to act for over a
year? Regardless, raising the
minimum wage in this volatile
economy could have devastating consequences for small businesses nationwide, as no state's
current minimum wage is even
close to the President's new
benchmark-Washington's, by
far the nations' highest, is
$9.32, a full 8% lower.
Indeed, conventional economic wisdom tells us that raising the minimum wage generally causes the creation of a surplus of labor, a phenomenon
commonly referred to as an
increase m unemployment.
While some economists cite few

counterexamples
to
this
hypothesis, its rationale nevertheless is typically the prime
point of concern for wage-raise
skeptics. Moreover, although
February's jobs report, published this past Friday, indicated a reassuring addition of
175,000 jobs, the unemployment rate increased to 6. 7%,
well above what is deemed economically optimal.
Furthermore, as many
Americans have not yet foundand others have ceased their
search for--employment, most
economists will concede that the
de facto rate is much higher.
While liberals will argue that
raising the minimum wage will
help poorer Americans-largely
recent immigrants and the
underemployed who have settled for minimum wage jobs-in
reality, only 1.1% of Americans,
according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, actually work
for base pay. While the
Democratic economic agenda
has largely centered on closing
the tax loopholes often used by
the top one percent, its current
focus is on a policy that will
potentially better the lives of
the same marginal number of
Americans. Indeed, the liberal
lion Ted Kennedy was a principal advocate of a wage raise a
decade ago, famously yelling at
Senate Republicans, asking
"when does the greed stop?" Yet,
as usual, the foundations of the
liberal ideology that portrays
the Republican agenda as one

beholden to helping the wealthy
at the expense of the poor is,
quite characteristically, built
upon some shaky economic and
intellectual foundations.
Over the last two decades,
according to NPR, wage-raise
advocates have repeatedly cited
a 1992 study conducted by economists David Card and Alan
Krueger comparing fast-food
restaurants m both New
Jersey--which chose to increase
its wage 18 percent from $4.25
to $5.05 per hour and
Pennsylvania-where the wage
was fixed at $4. 75. As Card and
Krueger found that jobs were,
rather counterintuitively, added
in New Jersey-resulting in a
decrease in unemploymentmany believed that the report
finally dispelled the conventional theory outlined above. Yet,
quick research on the Bureau of
Labor Statistics website tells us
that, in addition to the fact that
both states possessed two different wages and differing
economies to begin with, the
federal minimum in 1991 was,
in fact, $3.80 per hour (the
exact wage New Jersey began
with), and $4.25 in 1992 (the
wage the state adopted). In
other words, New Jersey was
forced by Congress to increase
its minimum wage by 18 percent along with the federal minimwa wage to ineet the base
standard; yet, the new $10.10
would require many less affluent states to raise theirs by over
39 percent. While I am not a

trained economist, simple math
tells us that the President's current proposal is far more
extreme than most would
assume,
and
Card
and
Krueger's findings, far more
pedestrian.
Undoubtedly,
Conservative apprehension is
well-founded, particularly in a
volatile economy where small
businesses are presently struggling to meet their state's minimum wage requirement and
still earn a profit.
Overall, while the President
and his part seek to gain support for a last resort attempt at
affecting the "Change" in which
millions of Americans believed
almost six years ago, we must
recognize the consequences of
appeasing a purely political
objective. With the 2014
midterm elections approaching, .
Congressional Democrats are
trying to placate millions of voters who blame the lethargic economic recovery on the current.
administration. While we need'
to create jobs and promote economic growth, we must understand that we are debating over
a measure of reform at too high
of a risk.
Lastly, while Republicans
have been chastised for their
legislative stagnation in the
past two Congresses, their economic objectives are more pro·
ductive and -valid than those on

the left would like us to believe.
Will Americans confirm this
sentiment come November?
Only time will tell.

Recognizable themes in "The Monuments Men" make it a hit
DANIEL WILKINS '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

George Clooney's newest
film, "The Monuments Men,"
accomplishes something that
is often missing in other World
War II films. While both film
critics and average moviegoers
have received the film poorly,
it sheds a completely new light
on a conflict that has inspired
many great films. "The
Monuments Men" differs from
the typical World War II film
because of its relatable and
average characters. Many
films that depict the war
attempt to show the extreme
horror of the Holocaust or the
intense moments of battle.
While "The Monuments Men"
does
have
its
sobering
moments that reflect the seri ·
ousness of the war, it does not
alienate the viewer at any
time.
The film opens as Frank
Stokes, played by George
Clooney, explains that the purpose of his mission is to save
art that has been stolen and
could be destroyed by the
Nazis. Stokes assembles a
team of fellow art scholars to
enlist m the military and
enter Europe in search of the

stolen
art.
Eventually,
Stokes's team includes James
Granger
(Matt
Damon),
Richard
Campbell
(Bill
Murray), Walter Garfield
(John Goodman), Donald
Jeffries (Hugh Bonneville) and
Preston Savitz (Bob Balaban).
When the team arrives on
the beaches of Normandy, the
fighting has already stopped.
As the characters landed on
the shore, it was clear that
they were isolated from the
other soldiers there. This dis·
tance from the war keeps the
characters relatable. The
average viewer in 2014 can't
relate to the war's soldiers or
Holocaust victims. These
characters, however, stay
relatable because they are just
as out of place in the war as
the viewer is.
As the group, nicknamed
"The Monuments Men," makes
its way through Europe, the
question constantly addressed
is whether their lives are
worth risking for the sake of
art. Throughout the film, the
characters affirm that the art
is worth their lives because of
its significance to our culture.
The film suggests that the war
is not only a war to defend
Europe from the Nazis, but

also to defend all of Western
culture. By recapturing their
art, the Allies were able to
maintain their cultural heritage and preserve their way
of life.
While the film generally
follows this central theme, the
performances
of
John
Goodman and Bill Murray
keep the mood consistently
light hearted and comical. One
of the film's most powerful
scenes involves a young
German soldier who stumbles
upon Campbell and Garfield
late at night. As the three find
themselves in a standoff, with
no way to communicate,
Murray's character breaks the
tension and calmly concedes
that they all had better sit
down together and smoke ciga ·
rettes. After a few moments
together, the German soldier,
with a big grin on his face,
says "John Wayne". Even
when the characters shared no
common language, it is a com·
mon appreciation in our cul·
ture that allows them to reach
an
understanding.
"The
Monuments Men" makes it
clear that our culture is what
defines us and preserving it is
an undeniably important task.
Another beautifully deliv-

ered role comes from the
recent Academy Award-winning actress Cate Blanchett.
Blanchett
plays
Claire
Simone, a French museum
curator, who lost all of her artwork to the Nazis. While most
of "The Monuments Men" are
touring Europe in search of
the stolen art, Jam es Granger
remains in Paris to convince
Simone to identify where her
art was taken. Blanchett gives
a very cold performance and
makes Simone into a pessimistic and distrusting, yet
very strong woman. Granger
spends his time in the film
doing all that he can to obtain
her guidance, but she is continuously reluctant to help.
When she fmally does come
around, Simone's character
displays extreme emotional
vulnerability. While the film's
entire cast works together perfectly, Blanchett's perform·
ance stands alone. She portrays a character with incredible depth and a great range of
emotion.
One of the main critiques
for Clooney's film is its lack of
seriousness and its subject
matter. World War II is one of
the most intense time periods
m modern history, and the

film is primarily light hearted.
However, the film's light
heartedness is what keeps the
audience interested. Even in
the face of tragedy, the characters do not lose their personality and always maintain a
good sense of humor.
"The Monuments Men"
ultimately succeeds because it
does not attempt to accomplish too much. It does not try
to bring the audience closer to
the suffering and pain caused
by the war because those feel·
ings cannot be replicated.
Instead, this film makes
World War II more relatable to
an average audience. While
we cannot understand the horror that the war caused, we
can understand the importance of our culture. The film
features recognizable and significant pieces of art in several circumstances because
these works are sure to naturally illicit powerful responses
from the viewers. Even those
who are not very familiar with
historical Western art will still
recognize and value the pieces
this film features . By depicting the war in terms of something so easy to understand,
"The Monuments Men" is
relatable throughout.

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Women's Appreciation Month is .a time to examine female leads
SHEII;A NJAU '17
STAFF WRITER

It is Women's Appreciation
Month and I wanted to take the
time to pay homage to women
who play a leading character in
TV shows. Because some people
say that movies or shows have
the power to move or change us,
I find it highly exciting that at
this time there are multiple
shows on TV that include
women who are presented as
strong and independent. Also,
these women can help show
young girls that they can aspire
to be anything they want to be.
I will not deny the fact that
some of these shows may have
additional factors that may
make it not as appropriate for
young women. But, at the end
of the day, I think the message
comes across that women can
be leaders and they can "change
the world." So, I would like to
take the time now to talk about
some shows in which women
are the ones in charge that
have aired in the past or are on
the air right now.
The first show that comes to
mind is "Charmed," which aired
from 1998 to 2006. What can be
better than a show that fea·
tures three women in a leading
role? I remember watching this
show back when it started and
being invigorated by the fact
these women had the ability to
save the world from evil forces
and the fact that even though
they lost loved ones along the
way, including one of their sisters, that did not stop them
from using their powers to do
good. Another show that comes
to mind in relation to a strong
female saving the world from
evil is "Buffy the Vampire
Slayer," which started around

the same time as "Charmed."
To this day, I still remember
the episode where Buffy killed
Angel in order to make sure
that he never harmed anyone
else. Despite the fact that he
reverted to his good side just
before she performed the act,
she still did it because of the
evil acts that he was capable of
doing. That example showed
her strength more than the
number of vampires she executed during the show's run.
Changing genres, who can forget "Gilmore Girls?" There
were definitely plenty of laughs
to be had before the show went
off-air in 2007. Is it bad of me
to admit that my favorite character on the show was Lorelai's
mother? The theme song of
"Golden Girls" will forever be
imprinted on the hearts of
many women.
Who can also forget Sydney
Bristow and her missions on
"Alias," Talk about womanpower! I can safely admit that I am
still a little bit jealous about
how good she was at her job.
Here was another character
that faced personal losses, but
did not quit. Rather, she kept
working her hardest to help
protect the world. And yet,
there were some who were
focused on one specific area.
Brenda Johnson from "The
Closer" was definitely memorable as the woman who could
get almost anyone to confess. I
sometimes found myself so
caught up in the show that I
wanted to confess, to what I
don't know. But, I have major
respect for Brenda and her
strange addiction to chocolate.
Since I am discussing
shows with females in a leading role, I would not be doing it
enough justice without making

a shout-out to some shows on
"the
women's
network,"
Lifetime. I will start with
"Army Wives" because that is
one that is most likely known.
Some of the women were soldiers and others were the
wives of soldiers. They were
connected by their strength as
they faced the fear of loss
together while also doing their
best to stay strong for their
children. And then there's
"Drop Dead Diva," which is
hilarious. A lot can be said
about a model and actress
whose spirit inhabits the body
of a no-nonsense lawyer. The
result is a great lawyer who
always goes the extra mile to
win a case for her clients.
Lastly, I will mention "Reba."
While it did not originally start
on Lifetime, it currently does

re-runs of this show. Yes,
Reba's husband left her for a
younger woman, but that did
not slow her down even one bit.
She was truly a classy lady.
I would like to finish by
talking about the very popular
shows on air right now. I will
start with "Scandal." What can
I really say to capture who
Olivia Pope is?
First, her impeccable clothing and then her commanding
presence, which in times of crisis, makes people turn to her. I
will not deny the fact that
Olivia does have her flaws (the
president). But, pushing that
aside, let us focus on how good
she is at her job and the fact
that she is based on a real-life
person just makes that cake all
that sweeter. Woman power all
the way. There is also "Grey's

Anatomy," which is still plugging on in its tenth season. I
mean there is Bailey, who during her residency basically ran
the hospital, Cristina who had
a constant passion to be a cardiothoracic surgeon and a willingness to give up other
aspects of her life so she could
be the best surgeon, and
Meredith who not only wants
to be a good surgeon, but also
balance being a good mother as
well.
To be honest, I could keep
talking for a long time about
such female characters and
there are definitely many other
shows that I could have mentioned, but I could never be
able to get to all of them. So,
who comes to mind when you
think about strong, independent women on TV?

COURTESY OF www.popcultureaddictlifeguide.blogspot.com
Joss Whedon's "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" was a popular TV program starring a strong, female lead.

High rates of concussion raise questions about contact sports
ESTHER SHITTU '17
STAFF WRITER

This past week, I was sitting in class and a discussion
came up about contact sports
and the amount of concussions people get from playing
contact sports. I honestly did
not know that people get as
many concussions as they did
from playing a sport until I
came to Trinity, and this person and that person got concussions. Part of the reason is
because I am not "sporty."
Other than the cheerleading
team in high school, I did not
play sports. Don't get me
wrong. I admire those who
have a love for the game, and
there are many benefits of
being part of a sport, but having sat through an hour-long
class on the effects of concussions, and those who had
later psychological problems
due to having concussion
while playing in a sport, I
began to wonder if the love of
any sport was worth it in the
end? Another question which
was posed by my classmates
is, will I allow my kids to play
in a contact sport?

In order to answer the sec·
ond, I must answer the first.
According to the University of
Pittsburg, "Estimates regarding the likelihood of an athlete
in a contact sport experienc·
ing a concussion may be as
high as 19 percent per season." This may not seem high.
And someone else may take a
look at this statistic and say,
"oh, that is not so bad." But if
you really consider what the
statistic is saying, or at least
what I believe it is saying,
every season there is a 19 percent chance of someone who is
playing in a contact sport getting hit in the head and being
diagnosed with a concussion.
This means that if you play in
a contact sport, which is an
all-year sport, your chances
may be higher. This does not
really disturb me as much as
the effects of concussion in the
life of an individual later in
their adulthood. In September
of 2012, former NFL players,
over 3,000 decided to sue the
NFL because, according to the
Los Angeles Times, "The players say the blows to the head
have contributed to depression, memory loss and other

neurological disorders."
I
take that to mean the players
are now experiencing the side
effects of having had concussions while they were on the
field. In the Los Angeles
Times article, there was
research done which found
that those who formally
played contact sports may
have died because of chronic
traumatic encephalopathy,
also
known
as
CTE.
Therefore, when people get hit
in the brain many times on
the field as they play a sport,
the brain sometimes does not
automatically heal by itself.
Sometimes, the brain tells you
later down the road, or it may
begin to show signals that
there is something wrong. I
was astounded in the class
when there were mentions of
former NFL players who had
concussions killing them selves. I also learned in the
class about players who
become violent later in life as
a result of a concussion. I am
not sure if I could allow
myself to keep getting hurt
because of a sport. As the
class discussion went on, I
thought to myself, "Guess my

kids are not going to play
sports," but then, as if reading
my thoughts, the teacher
asked the class, "would you
actually let your kids play
sports, contact or no contact?"
As I mentioned earlier, I
was a cheerleader. There was
a time, my mom told me I
could no longer cheerlead, and
as this was not the girly
cheerleading TV portrays (it
was competitive cheerleading), and I felt my heart break
into a thousand pieces. I cried,
fought, and thankfully she
lifted her rule. I cheerlead
even when the amount of
money my coach was asking
for was not something I had.
In this way, I understand
what it means to love a sport.
If my children decide they
love a sport, am I willing to
tell them, "No, honey, you are
not going to play the sport
because I am afraid you will
get a concussion?" Honestly,
part of me says yes, and part
of me says no. Life is unpredictable. Some people get con·
cussions from hitting their
head on the roof of a car, and
one can get hurt in anything
you do. However, the possibil-

ity of a person getting something as serious (and yes it is
pretty serious for those who
do not know) as a concussion
is higher when you are playing a sport than when you are
walking down the _street.
Arguments people like to
make, especially in the case of
football is this: "If they just
make
better
helmets ... "
However, when you think
about it, who's to say the helmet does not do more harm
than good? You really do not
know what will happen in a
sport, and what getting a concussion today will lead to
tomorrow. Like I said, as of
right now, I'm undecided if my
kids will play sports or not,
but what I do hope is like all
things yet unsolved in this
world, God will improve the
technology. That way, if the
question does come up, my
fears will not keep my kids
from doing what they love. I
also feel like each person
decides if a sport is worth the
physical damage. For me,
absolutely not, for my kids, I
do not think so, but they may
think so, and that is where
the real conflict lies.
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Greek co-education mandate strongly 'opposed at SGA forum
continued from page 1

that
these
institutions
exclude."
responsible for discussing the
"Evidence
from
our
issue. Bousa expressed that Admissions Office suggests
the purpose for the forum was there is a link between Trinity
mainly to allow students to which is represented in the
make comments as they so social media as having a party
choose
pre-voting
on school reputation, and the
Thursday.
decline in the quality of our
The discussion began with applicants and corresponding
two Kappa Kappa Gamma sis- yield especially among women
ters who questioned the pur- applicants.
pose and significance of the
Not surprisingly, Trinity's
vote. Bousa answered by men- student body has a lower protioning the lack of student portion of females than com involvement on the Charter parison schools. The highestCommittee. Thus, the vote rated students who do come to
was to officially communicate Trinity are more likely to
the student body opm10n transfer out than other stuwhich had been substantially dents . The most frequently
missing in the Committee mentioned reasons for doing
meetings. As for the signifi- so are the lack of academic
cance, Bousa was uncertain. seriousness among other stu He noted that the administra - dents and a fun inspired social
tion had the power to apply scene.
(From
Charter
the mandate regardless of stu - Committee Report)"
dents' dislike for it, but that
Upon hearing the pros and
the vote would clarify student cons listed from the Charter
opinion and could hold some Committee report,
Interweight. Another Kappa Kappa Greek
Council
President
Gamma sister noted the Sonjay Singh '15, uttered his
importance of this vote for disagreement with the coeduTrinity's future president, who cation mandate for charactermay view its results as a way izing all fraternities and
to approach his future role at sororities as "oppressive"
Trinity.
toward the student body.
In order to incite responses Similarly, Kappa Sigma brothon the details of the mandate, er Ian Robinson '16 claimed
Bousa read off a number of that the notion that fraternipros and cons listed on the ref- ties and sororities promote
erendum sheet. Some of the exclusion of the sexes was a
arguments listed for repealing "ridiculous assumption". He
the co-education mandate stated that the large number
include the following:
of fraternities on campus is
"Students should be afford- not the fault of a fraternity
ed the right to freedom of itself, but is simply part of the
association and the co-ed man- climate and history of Trinity
date, as advanced in the char- originating as an all-male
ter committee, violates this institution.
right."
Robinson and Singh weren't
"Allowing single sex organi- the only Greek members who
zations to exist affords stu- felt they were being wrongfuldents more diverse options in ly accused. One Kappa Kappa
terms of different types of Gamma sister said she was
social organizations to choose "exhausted" by the attacks on
Greek life: "If I wanted to be a
from ."
Conversely, some of the part of a co-ed frat, I'd be a
arguments for maintaining part of The Hall ... Being a part
the co-education mandate are of a women's organization is
included below:
empowering .. .. being in a sin"Having single sex organi- gle sex organization is not a
zations with access to facili- crime."
ties that are significant parts
Others referred to the referof student social life limit the endum's claims that Greek life
power and influence of the sex on campus is widely associat·

ed with Trinity's party school ing ... and homophobic mc1reputation, which may attrib- dences," a compelling and
ute to its decrease in quality stark truth.
students and the liberal arts
Another issue that was
rankings predominantly with· widely discussed was the
in the last few years. They absence of a faculty appearexpressed that blaming frater- ance at the meeting and their
nities and sororities for general nonappearance and
Trinity's party school reputa- interest in the Greek Life
tion is unfair. Since Greek life issue. Singh argued that their
is such a strong element of lack of attendance is due to
Trinity's social life, the blame the faculty's inability to profor school incidents is often vide strong arguments against
placed on the backs of these Greek life. Lykken announced
organizations-there simply that the disinterest of the facare few other options.
ulty shows a complete lack of
Still, others felt that the respect for the issue of Greek
need to promote gender parity Life, one that clearly many
to save Trinity's reputation students are invested in.
was flawed logic. Kappa Lykken stated that Associate
Sigma brother Oliver Lykken Director of Student Services
'16 stated, "Going coed isn't for Social Houses at Trinity
going to change the way we do Tim Dunn expressed interest
things." President of Kappa in the forum and the margin
Sigma Alex Loy '15 questioned Thursday's vote would prothe position women would vide. Evidence exists that the
have in a fraternity. He '92 referendum expressed that
expressed the fact that the 82.5% of the student organizaadministration has already tion was against the coeducadetermined that male and tion mandate. Thursday's stafemale Greek members would tistics will certainly be com not be allowed to live in the pared with such past data.
same house, which would split
The forum topic then
up members of the E-Board switched to the options that
and ultimately create a more could exist to increase the
divisive, rather than unified, social life at Trinity whilst
organization. Likewise, a maintaining Greek life. Kappa
Kappa Kappa Gamma sister Sigma brother Ben Millard '14
mentioned that men will not brought up this point. Pike
want women to join their brother Kyle Pak '14 shared
organizations and vice versa; his
knowledge
regarding
this will lead to changed tradi- Trinity expanding social life
tions and a ruined climate.
opportunities. He claimed that
Curious to hear the op in - the members from the Board
ions of non-Greek students, a of Trustees he communicated
member of the SGA spoke out with used the lack of campus
to defend the Greek organiza - space and funding as reasons
tions and voice his opinion of for their inability to increase
the administration's treat- social life opportunities while
ment of Greek life: "Shutting keeping the Greek system
down organizations doesn't alive. This conversation took
change things," he stated, place shortly before Vernon
believing that the administra - Social and Crescent Street
tion has great ideas but isn't were renovated. "They've
pursuing their goals in the scapegoated us," Pak asserted,
best way. He used the renova - emphasizing the debt Trinity
tion of Vernon Social as an already was in prior to the
example-an expensive "flop" new constructions and the
which hasn't entirely changed lack of funding Greek organithe social life.
zations are given to begin
It was also mentioned that with.
Trinity should "re-imagine"
Still, the future of Trinity's
their vision because even with Greek life remains unclear.
the coeducation mandate, Members have offered sugges"There's still gonna be drink- tions to clarify the steps the

administration should take:
poll students on what they are
looking for in their Trinity
experience, stated Loy, or have
the SGA run another meeting
involving faculty and students, specified one non-Greek
student. Many are unable to
see how the administration
will foster enough power to
uphold the mandate ifthe student body's answer is a clear
and defiant "no."
Ian Robinson '16 spoke out
on the issue of resistance in
order to preserve Greek Life
on campus: "What real power
would they have if we exercise
our right to associate ... aside
from expelling good kids?"
Robinson believes the administration lacks the ability to
control the actions of Greek
members and organizations as
a whole and thus, enforcing
the mandate despite their
large opposition would be
entirely unjust. However, forcing resistance will have real
consequences. The administration's plan is to prohibit
membership to fraternities
and sororities beginning in
2016. If an organization continues to do so or attempts to
hold school-wide events, they
will expel students.
Ultimately, those who feel
the co-education mandate
should be repealed recognize
the importance that these sin·
gle-sex organizations have
offered for many students and
are unable to see the problem
of Trinity's social life as a
direct effect of having active
fraternities and sororities on
campus. Many argued that
imposing the coeducation
mandate would inevitably
shut down most fraternities
and sororities, only enforcing
exclusivity in the process
because few options will be
available.
Students from both sides of
the argument will have the
opportunity to voice their
opinion when the campuswide vote takes place on
Thursday. Although the vote
will not result in immediate
change, it will show the
administration how the student body views the policy.

Coach Assaiante addresses the fear of failure in new generations
BART HARVEY '16
NEWS EDITIOR

On Thursday, March 6, longtime Head Coach of Trinity
Men's and Women's squash and
Associate Professor of Physical
Education Paul Assaiante
delivered the Paul D. Assaiante
Professorship
of Physical
Education Inaugural Lecture
titled, "College Athletics Today:
Losing Ownership of Their
Journey."
The Paul D.
Assaiante
of
Physical
Education is the first endowed
professorship of athletics at
Trinity.
It was only appropriate for

the speech to be held at the
George A. Kellner Squash
Center, as the backdrop was littered with the past accomplish·
ments of Assaiante as Head
Coach. Under Assaiante's leadership, the Men's Squash team
has won 14 national champi·
onships in 16 years, including a
win streak that lasted 252 con·
secutive matches, the longest
winning streak in collegiate
varsity sports history.
Assaiante began his lecture
by congratulating both the
Men's and Women's team on
their hard work and success
this year. Both teams reached
the Division I
National

Championship, however, only
the Women's team came out on
top.
Assaiante then proceeded to
discuss his childhood growing
up, drawing clear distinctions
between the world his generation grew up in and the world
that students are growing up in
today. Assaiante found his
inspiration from his father,
according to Chanel Erasmus
'15, one of the members of the
Women's Squash team who
attended
the
lecture.
"[Assaiante's] dad was his hero
and he never had the best cars
or house [growing up] but he
was
the
greatest
dad,"

Erasmus wrote in an email.
"He then spoke about our
generation growing up and
[how we are] extremely scared
of failing and how our parents,
coaches and professors can
assist in making it okay to fail
as long as you understand and
take responsibility for the con·
sequences," Erasmus continued.
Assaiante then shifted to
focus on the students' point of
view and ''how college students
should make the best out of
their journey," Kanzy El
Defrawy '16, another member
of the Women's team who was
in attendance,
remarked.

Instead of wasting four years
acting like an idiot, students
should focus on ''building themselves and having a better
sense of life," in order to find
their desired path in life.
Assaiante then spoke to the
advantages of being at Trinity
College,
"Here
[at
Trinity] ... everyone is willing to
help and support students," El
Defrawy recalled. He followed
up by providing "strategies
that teachers should use with
their students," in order to
spend more time and get closer
to students so that they are
able to receive their full bene·
fits .
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Business and art trek allowed students to explore career options
continued from page 1
College. After leaving his job at
a hedge fund, he pioneered a
business combining his passion in music and finance
background. This became the
birth of Round Hill Music, a
music publishing and licensing
company, who owns the rights
to contemporary songs like
"Best Day of My Life" by
American Authors and classic
Beatles songs. The last stop
was a meeting with John
Simons '83 of Corporate Fuel
Partners, a business-consulting firm. Students were in for a
treat as Simons generously
ordered must-have cookies and
coffee from a legendary city
bakery. Simons, who has an
undergraduate degree in philosophy, spoke passionately
about his love for learning
about new industries and finding the best solutions for com panies.
"Each firm gave extremely
useful information necessary
to achieve career goals,"
exclaimed Brian Nixon Jr. '15.
They all encouraged students
to utilize the Trinity alumni
network to search for internships and jobs. Current stu dents should make appointments with the Career and
Service Development Center to
update resumes and connect
with alumni in fields of their
interests. Along with connections, alumni also stated the

importance of having passion
as the driving force behind·
your career.
The second group of stu·
dents explored careers in the
art industry. The art trek fea tured organizations such as La
MaMa, an alternative performance space on the Lower East
Side, and Christie's, the
renowned art auction house. At
La MaMa, students met with
Michael Burke '00, a performance artist and director of the
Trinity La MaMa Performing
Arts Semester, Peter Sciscioli,
a choreographer and arts
administrator, and Tamara
Greenfield, executive director
of Fourth Arts Block, a Lower
East Side cultural and community organization. Later in the
afternoon, Jennifer Hall '91, a
Vice President for Client
Development at Christie's, discussed how to get your foot in
the door of the art world. She
advised students to take any
jobs available, and then begin
building a strong network.
Recent graduates must show
their bosses their strong work
ethic and willingness to learn
about the art industry.
Michael Countryman '80, a
working actor who is currently
starring in an off-Broadway
play, also made an insightful
comment. He noted that
careers in the arts were
dependent on the level of passion and your artistic creativity and motivation to consis-

COURTESY OF www.trincoll.edu
A group of Trinity students traveled to New York over Trinity Days to learn more about the business and arts industries.

tently refine your talent. Along
with passion, Peter Hay
Halpert '80, a private art dealer specializing in contemporary photography, noted the
importance of solidifying
meaningful
relationships
while other speakers explained
how personal connections
opened the doors to new job
opportunities in their field.
Both the art and business
trek provided students with
vital knowledge about their

desired profession. Students
were able to witness first-hand
what their future career may
look like and what kinds of
steps they can take now to
ensure that they have the job
of their dreams after graduation. The Career and Service
Development Center organizes
exploratory career trips at
least two or three times a
semester. They plan on
expanding the kinds of treks
offered to include journalism,

entertainment and the medical
field. Through the Trinity Days
Externships Program, stu dents are able to shadow
Trinity alumni and parents at
their jobs.
This gives students another
opportunity to experience a
"day in the life" in a diverse
array of occupations . These
numerous
opportunities
ensure that students are getting an early start to career
planning and life after Trinity.

"Love Your Body" week encourages a positive canTpus clitn
ANA MEDINA '16
FEATURES EDITOR

Every
year
Promoting
Healthy Awareness of the
Body (PHAB) hosts an entire
week of events that encourage
students to have a positive
body image. The weeklong
event, known as "Love Your
Body Week", which began on
Friday, Feb. 21, was co-sponsored this year by the Health
Center,
Student
Health
Advisory Council (SHAC),
Active Minds, the Psychology
Department, Psychology Club,
EROS, House of Peace, and
I House.
Co-coordinator of PHAB
Mia Schulman '14 stated the
importance of this event:
"People deal with negative
body image issues everywhere
and Trinity is no exception. I
have dealt, and still deal with
negative self-messaging and
many of my close friends have
as well. In discussion around
campus it is clear that this a
problem run rampant and in
PHAB we aim to address this
among other issues." Wanting
to make an impact and aiming
to give students the tools necessary to have a healthy body,
PHAB planned a week of
activities and discussion.
The week kicked off with an
intense Zumba workout in the
Ferris Unit D room. Upon
arriving, students were handed water bottles from SHAC,
which listed ways to love your

body. Although only ten stu dents attended, the instructor
got everyone to move and
enjoy themselves.
After a vitalizing workout,
students headed over to
Hamlin Hall for Paint Night.
Melissa Richards, one of the
organizers of the event says,
"[We] really wanted to do
something light, fun, interactive, and have students have
something to take away." With
this in mind, Richards worked
closely with Geralyn Gherard
from the Health Center to put
together an event that focused
on relaxation.
Natalie Goff, the guest
leader at the event, began the
night by having students partake in some silly dancing.
Students wiggled around, ran
in circles, and let their bodies
get loose. Afterwards, Goff
began an exercise in mindful
eating, which involved eating
strawberries. Before biting the
strawberry, Goff told students
to "look at the strawberry
closely. Feel it in your hand
and smell it." As students
began to bite the strawberry
she said, "Focus on the texture
inside your mouth. Let it sit in
your mouth and feel the
taste." The mindful eating,
although different, helped get
students in touch with their
senses, which was important
for the main exercise of the
night.
As the name suggests, the
highlight of Paint Night was

engaging in expressive art.
Hamlin Hall was full of tables
with blank canvases waiting
to be filled with color. The art
tools were not limited to paint
brushes. It included knives,
sticks, and various rollers.
With some soothing background music, students all got
to work on their own art
pieces. As Goff stated, it was
important for students to "not
think about what [they're]
painting but focus on the colors and the movements."
Each student expressed a different emotion on their canvas
and happily took it home to
display.
The week continued with
Mirror Friendly Monday, a
day that involved students
putting up nice messages on
various mirrors across cam pus. Richards states, "It was
[an event] meant to change
the relationship many people
have with mirror and self
image. Many times we may
criticize our body, whether it's
us thinking we have a bad
hair day, bags under our
eyes ... " This being said, students put messages that greeted others with phrases like
"You're amazing," "Hey, good
looking," and ''You are perfect
just the way you are." These
positive body-image messages
could really help to change
someone's day and get people
to see themselves differently,
even if for just those few
moments. Along with this, a

Love Your Body pictures table
was displayed in Mather.
Students who walked in were
encouraged to write down how
they loved their body and then
be photographed with their
statement. About 50 students
participated and their statements included comments
like: "I get 8 hours of sleep
every night," "I eat lots of
fruits," and "I have safe consensual sex." The pictures of
these students can be found on
the WGRAC Facebook page.
As the topic of body image
became clearer, an Eating
Disorders panel at the Smith
House followed on Tuesday.
The panel included Health
Center
Director
Martha
O'Brien, Psychology Professor
Laura Holt, Anthropology
Professor Rebecca Beebe,
Director of the Counseling
Center Dr. Randolph Lee, and
Athletic Trainer Justin LeDuc.
The discussion began with a
clip from the Dove evolution
campaign that showed how
models' natural beauty comes
misconstrued with makeup
and computer programs. The
various
departments
answered questions
that
ranged from "where is the line
between being concerned
about your health and obsessing?" to "how can I help a
friend that seems to be having
body image or eating issues?"
The panel proved a great success, with about 20 students
attending, and a very engag-

ing discussion. This same day,
PHAB also showcased a falsified ad exhibit in Mather
Lobby, which aimed to show
that Photoshop is real and we
are exposed to it everyday.
Images from Ralph Lauren,
Redbrook, and Anne Taylor
were included in the exhibit.
In additions to these, a few
satire pieces were included to
demonstrate that unrealistic
standards are created by
manipulation of pictures.
The week was wrapped up
with a Yoga event on
Wednesday. Richards states,
''We thought it would be nice
to end with something calm ing."
Love Your Body Week was a
highly successful event that
brought to light many issues
that are important to Trinity
students. The organizers of
the event wanted to bring education on body image issues to
students and they did so
through their various events.
As Schulman states, "We hope
that [the week] encouraged
more self-love and kindn€ss to
ourselves and other students,
creating a more positive cam pus climate. We wanted to
encourage students on campus
to embrace themselves, flaws
and all, and realize they are
more than a sum of their parts
but also that their parts, from
their head to their toes are
wonderful and do so much for
them." We look forward to
future PHAB events!
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Best of T rinstagram: Spectacular and stunning shots of sports

COURTESY OF (clockwise from top left) Trinity Wrestling Team, Tucker Callanan '14, Emily Mooney '16, Ann Satine '16, Carolina Galdiz '14, and Rob Zindman '15
Whether slamming an opponent on the mat, getting ready for a big soccer game, talking to a teammate about a play, spectating, working out in the gym, or celebrating a win, Trinity Bantams love sports.

Food Dudes: Tom Stelle '14 shares his passion for restaurants
BETTINA GONZALEZ '16
STAFF WRITER

I have said it once and I will say it
again, and again, and again: food brings
people together. The basic drive of
hunger and the desire to eat are common
to every human being. No matter the difference in age, sex, race, class, etc., food
is, and always will be, a binding thread
for everyone. Everyone feels hunger,
everyone eats, and everyone enjoys a
good meal.
This week, I sat down with fellow
foodie Tom Stelle '14 to talk about our
shared love of food and his culinary
dreams and hopes about the future.
Stelle, a senior majoring in creative
writing, is from the small town of Sag
Harbor in Long Island, NY. Although he
is an avid food Instagrammer, Tom's
interests in the culinary world extend

COURTESY OF Tom Stelle '14
Stelle loves taking photos of food for his lnscagram.

far beyond the typical breed of social
media-addicted
twenty-somethings
wanting to appear cultured. Tom is an
aspiring restauranter. When I asked
him what inspired him to have such a
great vision so early on, he commented
that, "Food has always been a big part of
my life." In his words, "Since my mom is
from Switzerland, we did a lot of traveling in Europe and during those trips my
love for different types of food only
grew." Through this culinary life journey, Tom came to understand the value
of food and the power it has to make people happy. "I am a people person, and I
want to be involved in a job where I can
make other people happy, while bringing
happiness to myself as well."
Of course, while some students'
dreams can just be all talk, Tom's dream
of opening a restaurant is real and
potentially already on the way. In 2008,
Tom had his first experience working in
the food industry as a bus boy and then
as a waiter at a French bistro in his
hometown of Sag Harbor. Recently, he
has also taken on summer internships
with Rushmeyer's, an upscale restaurant and bar in a hotel of its namesake
located in Montauk, NY, and in the
industrial-themed gastropub of Boulton
& Watt in East Village, NYC. "Both
su mmers I worked along with the owners, managers, and back-of-house staff
in order to see the larger picture of how
a restaurant successfully is run and
managed. Once I graduate, I will be
moving to NYC and continuing to move
towards my goal of opening and manag-

ing my own places." Part of Tom's dream
also includes "other aspects of the
restaurant industry, such as television
and food writing."
Talking more about food itself, Tom
commented that the most inspiring and
amazing aspects of the culinary arts is
its ability to ''bring everyone happiness
in our world. Whether one is in the
streets of New York City, the plains of
Africa, or the frontier of Alaska, everyone can agree on the pleasure food
brings to people." When I asked him
what he thought was the most essential
part of a meal, his response was "hospitality." ''You can have Michelin star quality food on your tables, but if a person
does not feel happy and at home in your
place, their experience is lacking.
Hospitality is much more complex than
just serving someone efficiently and
courteously, it is about the complete
experience. For me, quality of food is
important, but the way I feel during and
after I walk out of a meal is key." In
Hartford, a place th at meets Tom's taste
for great food and equally great hospitality is LaRosa's Marketplace, a rustic
Italian deli located on Brown Street. For
Tom, wh at makes this place so special is
its auth enticity. ''The freshness of all of
their food, which comes directly from
Italy, makes it standout overall to me.
The experience of going to LaRosa, eating the food, and being greeted by the
Old Italian man, is exactly what I
remember Italy to be like."
Up until now, Tom and I had never
made each other's acquaintance.

However, after speaking with him about
his dream to own a restaurant, I see now
that we share a fascination with all
things food. This is exactly the power
that food has: It brings people together.
Not just around a dinner table, food can
bring family together in the kitchen,
bonding and passing down family traditions; it can bring strangers together at
a grocery store, sharing advice about
how and what to cook for dinner; or students, scavenging for free food. And certainly, a food writer and an aspiring
restaurateur, no matter how different
the two ma seem to be.

COURTESY OF Tom Stelle '14
Stelle loves to taste foods from all over the world.
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SENIOR EDITOR

Every morning, Chad Kirby rises at
4:00 am to prepare for another day at
Trinity's Goldberg's On Campus loca·
tion. Seven days a week, Chad is hard
at work keeping inventory, talking to
students, placing orders and managing
his staff. Recently he's been churning
out tubs of delectable peanut butter
that fly off the shelves-just ask the
student who ate an entire container in
one sitting, according to the Goldberg's
On Campus Facebook page. Not surprisingly, the addition of Goldberg's to
Trinity has been a phenomenal sue·
cess, which can be attested to the long
lines of hungry students for all meals
of the day. 60 to 70 percent of
Goldberg's daily business comes from
the morning shift, while on Thursdays
through Saturdays, 90 percent of busi ·
ness on those days comes from the late
night dining menu, according to Chad.
To paint a more concrete picture,
Goldberg's has to do four orders a week
at the Trinity location to keep up with
the demand of hungry students. "We
really listen to the customers and find
out what they want" says Chad.
Constantly innovating and staying
ahead of the game, Chad and the
Goldberg's team's latest culinary creations have included cinnamon sugar
bagel bites, cheddar everything and
apple cranberry bagels, and red velvet
treats on Valentine's Day. For students
who want more options than breakfast
sandwiches, Chad is currently working
on a separate pizza menu. Running
Goldberg's On Campus is a tremen·
dous amount of work, but Chad is no
stranger to long days and hard work.
Originally from Montana, Chad
aspired to be an Olympic boxer and
left home at the mere age of 15 to train

COURTESY OF Chad Kirby
Chad and Lisa Kirby, who have been together since college, enjoy time in the sun while on vaction.

at the Olympic Training Center in
Marquette, Michigan. The program
allows aspiring Olympic athletes to
train and receive a high school, college
and master's degree at Northern
Michigan University (NMU) on Lake
Superior. In Marquette, Chad met his
soon to be wife, Lisa, who also helps
run the Trinity location. During their
first semester at NMU, the couple was
met with a surprise pregnancy, which
was when Chad decided to join the
military. Stationed at Fort Hood in
Killeen, Texas and Fort Bragg in
North Carolina from 1994 to 1996,
Chad was a Black Hawk Crew Chief,
the soldier in command of a UH ·60
Black Hawk helicopter used to trans·
port soldiers. He trained with world

class athletes while in the military,
never giving up his Olympic dreams.
But while participating in a training
camp for the trials for the 1996
Atlanta games, Chad suffered an
injury that ended a lifelong dream. He
worked for AT&T for a few years before
joining his brother-in-law (now his
business partner) in the Hartford area
which is where the Goldberg's story
begins.
Goldberg's was a small bagel fran·
chise in New York and New Jersey
before it was sold to Chad and his
brother-in-law. The original plan was
to open a kosher bagel store in West
Hartford, but finding locations initially was difficult and the two settled for
a spot on Main Street in Newington.

After three months in Newington,
sales startea · to break even and then
they opened the West Hartford store
on New Britain Ave, which saw imme·
diate success. Two years ago they sold
the Newington location and focused on
the West Hartford store before being
approached by Trinity to make a new
home in the Vernon Social Center.
When
Trinity
approached
Goldberg's, Chad had no hesitations in
jumping on board with the project.
Already familiar with the campus,
Goldberg's had previously worked with
Trinity regarding catering orders for
Dream Camp during the summer.
There were other franchises on the
table, but all ultimately backed out
because of the smaller market Trinity
offers and inconvenient school vaca ·
tions. Working with the College, Chad
worked with the architect on the whole
build out process of the space and
selected all kitchen equipment himself. "The faculty and administrators
have all welcomed us and the students
have been great" says Chad about the
Trinity atmosphere. One of the most
important aspects in the planning
process was talking to students about
what they wanted, which was breakfast sandwiches.
Given the success of the On
Campus menu, Chad is now altering
the West Hartford menu to include
more scrambles and other items
unique to Trinity. Now, the Trinity
location is in full swing and is busy as
ever. Chad plans to do more catering
for various departments and campus
activities. If he can get permission,
Goldberg's may start doing campus
wide deliveries. Until then, pop on
over to Goldberg's and check out
Chad's new creations which are posted
on the shop's Facebook and Instagram
pages.

Carolyn Zimmer '15 shares why she loves living on the Long Walk
CAROLYN ZIMMER '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After having lived in Anadama last
year, the slums of Trinity College hous·
ing, living in Jarvis is a truly amazing
experience. Everyone always says that
one of the most important things to consider when choosing where to live is loca·
tion. You can't get much better location
than living right on the Long Walk. My
room is directly in the middle of the upper
Long Walk in the most central part of
campus. Most of my classes happen to be
in Seabury, making it an easy commute
when I wake up five minutes before class.
There are also great amenities that come
along with living in one of the nicest
dorms on campus. I live in a six-person
suite. There are four single rooms and
one double room. I happen to live in the
double, which has more than enough
space for both me and my roommate's
belongings. It is the perfect size room for
two people to live comfortably. It is
always a treat to wake up, sit up in bed,

COURTESY OF Lily Baker '15
In December, Santa stopped by their Jarvis suite.

COURTESY OF Lily Baker '15
Carolyn Zimmer '15 chose to use personal photos, pillows, and a canopy to decorate her great room.

and see the sun rising over the quad in
the morning before my early tennis prac·
tice.
Additionally, each side of the suite has
its own bathroom with very nice fixtures
and tiles. I share the bathroom on my
side with two other girls, with plenty
space for all of us to get ready in the
morning. There is a long hallway that
leads from one side of the suite to the
other. An enormous common room sits in
the middle of the suite. We were provided
with a lot of furniture, which we weren't
quite sure what to do with. There are 4
wooden chairs, which we decided to use to
our advantage. We placed two of them
securely on top of three of our desks,
which we removed from our rooms and
placed along the main wall in the com·

mon room. We put the two remaining
chairs directly in front of those as to make
it have some kind of a theater seating formation. It was a pleasant surprise that
sitting in the top two chairs was not only
a little fun, but was also very comfortable.
It also allows for all of us to be able to
comfortably view the TV we have in front
of our fireplace, another fun aspect of
Jarvis. Not only does the common room
have a fireplace, but my bedroom does as
well. We had an extra bed from my other
roommates who decided to bring their
own larger sized beds from home. To
make this a useful part of our room, we
made it a kind of makeshift couch, facing
the TV, very nice for a Sunday after a long
weekend.
Decorating was certainly the most fun

part. I placed small clear hooks around
the entire ceiling of the room, and hung
white lights. One of my roommates, Lily
Baker '15, printed out enlarged pictures
of all of our friends and roommates to dee·
orate either side of the fireplace. We have
stockings hung above the fireplace, which
we just can't seem to bring ourselves to
take down. We've hung various posters of
both Lana Del Ray and The Grateful
Dead to add some fun color and entertainment to our room. A large Trinity
College banner hangs on the wall in the
hallway connecting the two sides of the
suite. We've made our room very homey
and comfortable, which is perfect because
living with my best friends, Madison
Hebb '15, Mackenzie Jones '15, Polly
Maroni '15, and Lily Baker'l5 is like living with family. All of our friends would
rather spend more time in our room than
in their own. I love living in Jarvis, and I
would recommend it to anyone.

Lily Baker's single faces towards Summit Street.
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Film series celebrates life and work of photographer Jack Delano
was considered "Puerto Rican
in spirit." Many of the noises
of the island such as the
This
past
Wednesday insects crawling at night or
night, the Latin American and the wind blowing the luscious
Iberian Film Festival present- trees were used in his original
ed Aut6grafo: Jack Delano and music composition and feaLos Peloteros (1951). The tured in his film. After receivDepartment of Fine Arts at ing
the
Guggenheim
Trinity College along with Fellowship, he traveled to the
attendees
celebrated the island and produced a book of
lOOth anniversary of Jack photographs about his experiDelano's birth. The first film ence. In Puerto Rico, he and
is an autographic sketch of the his wife, the graphic artist
renowned photographer while Irene Delano, worked in a
the second film highlighted range of creative fields,
his directorial and cinematog- including filmmaking, educaraphy skills. Delano began his tional television, book illuscareer as a member of a group tration and music composiof photographers employed by tion.
the U.S. government's Farm
Through
the
film,
Security
Administration Aut6grafo: Jack Delano, the
(FSA) during the New Deal viewers learned about his pasperiod, under the administra - sion for photography and the
tion of President Franklin vital impact his images had on
Delano Roosevelt. He worked the world. In fact, Delano's
on several projects capturing book of photographs of Puerto
images of the working class Rico was the first book to be
people. These two films cap- published in both English and
tures his legacy, Puerto Rican Spanish. In the second film,
identity and how he "helped audiences witnessed his masdefine" the island through the terful cinematography skills
arts .
and the visuals that narrated
Born in the Ukraine in the plot. Although there were
1914, Dela no emigrated to the no English subtitles, the visuU.S . with his family in 1923. als enhanced the story about a
It was not until his trip to group of teenage boys who
Puerto Rico in 1941 that he want to start their own base.
" ,,,
b'e cam'e ' ''enc'h1lnt ~ <f ... i)'y '"the n ball
team. They decide to
island and its people. He fundraise and appoint the
immersed himself in the lan - coach's wife to be in charge of
guage a nd culture of the peo- the money. However, a probple. To many of his peers, he lem arises when she steals the
KRISTINA XIE '16
ARTS EDITOR

,

money to buy her husband
new clothes and furniture for
their home. Some of these
images are also on display in
Jack Delano: Photographer
(1914 - 1997): A Centennial
Celebration Exhibition," running from Feb. 6 to Mar. 14,
2014, at Widener Gallery in
Trinity College's Austin Arts
Center. Produced in 1952, the
film director recruited a cast
of amateur actors and actresses from the island. The construction of the baseball team
serves as an allegory to show
that when a community works
together, they can achieve any
goal. Consequently, if one
member becomes too greedy,
then they cannot as a collective group reach that goal.

The film was recorded during a time of economic hardship
for
Puerto
Rico.
Government agencies experienced a range of social problems and many young children
did not receive an education.
This film inspired the island
to overcome these issues by
uniting to create a brighter
future for the younger genera tion. The movie opens with an
elderly man dreaming about a
neighborhood school. The
younger boy proposes that
they construct a school for all
the neighborhood children.
The story provides an optimistic approach to how a unified group can fix problems
and a build a trusted community. Carolyn Kimmick '14, a

.

COURTESY O F www.google.com
Jack Delano, a legendary photographer and cinematographer refl ected in film .

Hispanic
Studies
major,
described the flim as "very
interesting and portrayed the
Puerto Rican society very well
through the artistic camera
angles and the economic situa tion through the plot line." It
had a lasting impression on
Kimmick who thought about
the ways in which sugar was
"one of the first international
forms of capitalism."
The beauty of these images
and his stylistic technique is a
direct example of Delano's signature photography and cinematography. His portrayal of
working class people rebuilding their city showcases the
underlying story he narrates
through photographs and original music compositions that
make his allure universal. His
love affair with both the natural beauty of the island and
the level of poverty are reflected in his works and the subjects he captures. "He photographed literally every city
and town in Puerto Rico," stated his son and Trinity professor, Pablo Delano. This juxta:position shines a voice on the
much-ignored issues that concerned the territory during
the
Post-War
Era.
Nevertheless, Delano's fascination with Puerto Rican culture reverberates through
these images and is shared
with the audiences who either
watch the movie or view his
photographs.

'Accidentally in love with Quirks' a capella performance
continued from page 1
members: Adam Keefe '17,
Chris White '16, Connor
Kennedy '16, Hank Butler '17,
and Malcom Moon '15. All individually took part in a solo dur
ing one of the songs. The second
song the Dents performed was
"Swallowed in the Sea" by
Coldplay. This shiver-inducing
performance
immediately
silenced the crowd as the
group's harmonies and melodies
bounced off the walls of the
Chapel. Their final song was in
honor of throwback Thursday,
so they 'tbt' d' to a song that had
been a part of their repertoire
three or four years back - ''With
You" by Chris Brown. Leaving

the crowd in awe, they gave a
warm welcome to the second
group performing, the Quirks.
The Quirks, one of Trinity's
all-female a capella groups,
came out dressed in white,
ready to impress the crowd with
their angelic voices. They began
their performance with one of
their classics, ''With or Without
You" by U2, a song, soloed by
Georgia McAdams '14. ''With or
Without You" truly highlights
their talents as a group - delicate harmonies and strong voices. Their second song, "God
Only Knows" by The Beach
Boys, was soloed by their
newest members, Jacqueline
Busa '17 and Lizzy Foley '17,
and is the traditional song sung

by the new members. The
Quirk's last song was a combination of Jay-Z's "Holy Grail"
and Rihanna's "Stay''. This was
Meredith Munro's '14 senior
song choice. It was a mash-up
that brought together the musical and lyrical elements of both
popular songs. When I asked
Meredith about her approach
for picking the songs, she said "I
wanted to pick songs I normally
probably wouldn't get a chance
to sing.
The two sounded like they
might work together, so I asked
Nicole [the Quirk's music directorl."After the Quirks concluded
their performance, they welcomed the Accidentals back out
to perform a joint song in true a

C OURTESY O F http://trinityaccidentals.com/index.php
Several members of the Accidentals, the only all-male a capella group at Trinity College united for a concert perfo rmance.

capella spirit. They sang ''Use
Somebody'' by Kings of Leon.
Having only had a short amount
of time to prepare the song, the
Quirks and the Dents were
absolutely amazing. Their
soloists, the Quirk's Nicole
Muto-Graves '15 and one of the
Dent's newest members, Chris
White, nailed the performance.
It would surely have given
Kings of Leon a run for their
money.
After the show, I did some
talking with the talented members of the two groups to get
their feedback on the night. One
of Dents' newest members,
Malcom Moon, expressed what
his first time performing with
the Dents was like, ''I think the

soloists were outstanding! All
the guys are so welcoming and
supportive and I felt like we are
one cohesive unit. We all worked
very hard to make an enjoyable
performance and I think we did
that!" Similarly, Meredith
responded the same way about
performing with the Dents and
sung praises about their collaboration saying, "it was amazing,
as always! I love when we combine our sounds because together we have such a great range.
Plus they're all just wonderful
people." Once again, the Quirks
and the Dents managed to
evoke a love for a capella in all
of us, providing many students
with a great way to start the
weekend.

CO URTESY OF htrp://trinitycollegequirks.com/ index.php
The Quirks gave a spectacular performance during concert event with Accidentals.
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Bantam artist of the week: Singer and actor Mac McCarthY '14
CAMPBELL NORTH '17
ARTS EDITOR

William (Mac) McCarthy
'14 is a paragon of someone
who can weave art into various
aspects of their life, regardless
of what they might be. Even as
a double major in Russian and
Chemistry, McCarthy has still
managed to find time for his
creative pursuits.
Ever since a young age,
music has always been playing
in the proverbial background
of McCarthy's life. His father
owned a large record collection,
which included a variety of
artists and genres from the
1960s and 1970s. McCarthy
cites the repetitive listening
and singing along with the
records as "what taught him to
sing." "My two favorite albums
were "Deliver" by the Mamas
and the Papas and a Bonnie
Raitt
album,"
McCarthy
recalled. Both of his two older
sisters and he continue to
indulge in playing these
albums and they "still connect
with them."
In addition to pre-recorded
music, McCarthy was also

exposed to live music on a daily
basis. Starting with the
recorder in first grade, he has
played everything from the violin to the saxophone to the
piano. McCarthy's knack for
musical instruments granted
him a position in his school's
jazz band. In addition to this,
McCarthy sang in choirs
throughout his middle and
high school years. However, his
interest in a capella started at
a much younger age. Both of
his older sisters were in a
capella groups, encouraging
him to join one as well.
This
passion
followed
McCarthy to Trinity where he
auditioned for the Accidentals
during his freshman year.
Throughout his four years in
the group, he has moved from
not oilly a singer but currently
has the job of arranging the
music the group chooses to
sing. After they decide which
song to preform to, McCarthy
arranges it on the computer
and then he prints it out for
the rest of the Accidentals to
learn. McCarthy's talent for
arranging music comes from
his experience with reading

various pieces of sheet music
whenever he plays an instrument. However, it is not only
this important position in the
group or his love for signing
that makes being a part of the
Accidental's so enjoyable. The
group, which consists of "guys
from all sides of campus; athletes, greeks, science majors,
music majors," McCarthy stated, "is like a brotherhood,
everyone is really good
friends." McCarthy elaborated
further on what makes their
practie time so much fun,
explaining that "it is really
awesome to be able to have
that hour where you can just
get away from the stress of
everything else and do your
own thing."
While McCarthy always
knew that singing would continue to be a part of his life, he
did not originally plan on having theater play a role in his
Trinity experience. Since the
fourth grade, McCarthy acted
in his town plays every year
until his freshman year at
Trinity. In his sophomore year,
some of his friends in the
Accidentals encouraged him to

.

'

try out for the play "Spring
Awakening." After getting cast
in the lead role McCarthy
began to realize how large the
scale of the production was. "It
was a more serious production
because at college with 'bigbudget' lights and sounds,"
McCarthy continued saying
that, "[The] environment made
it seem really important and
made me want to take theater
more seriously." Since "Spring
Awakening" McCarthy has
acted in five other on-campus
productions, most recently as
the lead in "Parade."
McCarthy played the main
role of Leo Frank. "His character," McCarthy explained, "was
very serious and the play was
based off a true story." To get
into character, he analyzed his
lines to get a better understanding of how the writer of
the play portrayed Frank and
then made acting decisions
based off that. "I love trying to
feel what the character would
be feeling, that's the fun part of
acting," McCarthy declared.
While he does love serious
roles, one of McCarthy's
favorite characters he has

played was Cinderella's prince
in "Into the Woods." "It was
really fun to be just not myself'
McCarthy elaborated, "and be
ridiculous, and selfish, and
pompous for the role."
This same quality in theater of discovering how you can
make a character you are playing your own and unique also
explains why he continues to
be passionate about singing.
''Your voice is unlike any other
instrument, you're not physically pressing buttons or keys
to make a sound," explained
McCarthy. "How you sing an A
note, for example, is all relative, so you get to do a lot of
cool things with your voice and
invent new ways to make it
sound interesting."
McCarthy has no specific
plans for pursuing a musical
career in the future but knows
it will continue to be a big part
of his life. ''Music is something
you can bring with you anywhere for the rest of your life"
expressed McCarthy. So if you
are interested in seeing one of
his performance's live, be sure
not to miss out on the next
Accidentals concert.

''Dallas Buyers Club" provides a touching portrayal of AIDS
SAMIA KEMEL '14
STAFF WRITER

"Dallas Buyers Club" is a
film that strikes at the heart
of what it truly means to
'transform.' Both within and
outside of the film, the characters and the actors experience
transformative events. We see
health transformed into irrevocable sickness, a rom·com
star transformed into a serious and committed actor, and
a biopic about a lost man who
transforms his life's purpose.
Both the cast and crew set out
with a daunting mission, and
they passionately deliver one
of the best films of 2014.
"Dallas Buyers Club" is no
light movie, and the fate of the
film seemed to rest solely on
the emaciated shoulders of its
leading
actor,
Matthew
McConaughey. The rom·com
pretty boy turned serious
actor stands, delivers, and
snatches his first Oscar for his
portrayal of real-life Texan
cowboy, Ron Woodroof. He carries the burden of the subject
matter with grace, determination, and a passionate understanding of his position to
shine a light on those who suffered with HIV and AIDS during an era of grave misunderstanding.
The story begins in Dallas,
Texas, where we are introduced to Woodroof and his
self-indulgent, reckless rodeo
lifestyle. After an incident
that leads Woodroof to end up
in a hospital, subsequent
blood-work reveals that he
tests positive for HIV. In a fit
of deep denial, the homophobic
Woodroof rejects the possibility that he could have contracted a "gay disease" and proceeds with his usual debauch-

ery. However, the virus has
him in its clutches and it isn't
long before he is forced to
come to terms with the gravity
of the situation at hand.
In a cruel twist of fate as
soon as the reality of death
dawns on Woodroof, he is
denied access to any possible
medicine and is simply given
an address to a support group.
In 'true gritty' cowboy fashion,
he presses on in search of any
alternative to death and finds
himself in Mexico: a paradise
for the suffering in comparison
to the US. In Mexico Woodroof
gains access to life-saving
medicine, and realizes the corrupt and "useless" measures
that the FDA administers on
testing drugs. In an attempt to
save his life and make good
money on the side, he smuggles over 3000 pills across the
border, and sets up what
comes to be known as the
"Dallas Buyers Club"; a
monthly membership card
providing access to all the necessary proteins, drugs, and
vitamins that -an HIV patient
would want.
However, none of this
becomes possible without the
help of Rayon (Jared Leto), a
transsexual
woman
that
Woodroof meets in the hospital
who later becomes his business partner. The two form a
friendship that begins with
their shared disease, but
reveals to be founded on much
more than two failing immune
systems.
With the theme of transformations in mind, Jared Leto
delves deep into Rayon's past,
present, and uncertain future.
Leto embodies Rayon, and he
becomes the fictionalized
replacement for an entire
class of people who, at one

point in time, Woodruoof
abhorred. As their friendship
grows so does their understanding and appreciation for
one another.
One of the most notable
transformations in the film
has to be McConaughey's dra ma tic weight loss. Much of the
initial attention that the film
received was directed at his
'manorexic' appearance and
concerns for what dropping
40-50lbs meant for his health.
The last time we saw

McConaughey, his previously
buff-bod was on full display in
''Magic Mike" (a film in which
he coincidentally played a
male stripper named 'Dallas').
There is no doubt that his
transformation is astounding,
but the weight-loss is only a
small fraction
of what
McConaughey brings to the
table in his portrayal of Ron.
Even through his lowest and
sickest moments, there's a certain fire that's continually
burning behind his eyes-a

fire that belongs to both actor
and character.
With two of the film's
actors
snagging
Oscars,
"Dallas Buyers Club" is certainly Teceiving the recognition that it deserves. Both
actors deliver the best performances of their careers and
provide audiences with a
memorable reminder that
though the battle against
HIV/AIDS
may
have
improved, it is nowhere near
over.

DALLAS
BUYERS

CLUB

COURTESY OF www.imdb.com
Matthew McConaughey stars as Ron Woodroof, who smuggles pharmaceutical drugs into Texas to help fellow AIDS patients.
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Men's Hockey team falls to Bowdoin in NESCAC semifinals
J

RYAN MURPHY '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The top-seeded Trinity
Bantams struggled all afternoon to keep up with the
Bowdoin Polar Bears. Going
into the NESCAC semifinals,
the Bantams were ranked 3rd
in the nation, and heavily
favored in matchup against
Bowdoin.
Bowdoin's John McGinnis
got the scoring started early in
the first period when he trickled a wrist shot past Bantams
goalie Ben Coulthard '14. The
packed Koeppel Community
Sports Center erupted with the
cheers of Bowdoin fans after
the goal.
The Bantams responded
with 3:30 left in the first period
as forward Sean Orlando '17
beat a Bowdoin defenseman
one-on-one and lofted the puck
over the Bowdoin goalie to tie
the game. It wasn't long before
the Polar Bears retook the lead
on the power play goal by
Harry Matheson. The first period ended with Bowdoin carrying a 2-1 lead.
The momentum didn't cease
in the second period as the
Polar Bears stormed to a 4-1
lead over the Bantams, following goals by John McGinnis
and Chris Fenwick. With just

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Joe Horak '16 had a goal and an assist in Trinity's loss to the Bowdoin Polar Bears in the NESCAC semifinals on March 8.

over three minutes remaining
in the second period, and a
three-goal deficit, the Bantams
found life off a goal from Joe
Horak '16.
With the Bantams surging,
Bowdoin goalie Kyle Fenkell,
who had a game-high 34 saves,
was able to make multiple
stops in the final minutes of the
second period. However, the
unlikeliest of goals brought the
Bantams to within one of the
Polar Bears going in to the sec-

ond intermission. With just 1.9
seconds left in the second period, Elie Vered '16 slapped a
face-off to Jim Burt '16 who
shot the puck across the line
just before the buzzer sounded.
The Bantams carried all the
momentum into the locker
room despite trailing 4-3 at the
end of the second period.
Trinity came out strong in
the third period with multiple
shots on-goal, but Kyle Fenkell
kept up his impressive per-

formance. Just under seven
minutes in to the period,
Connor Quinn of Bowdoin
scored on a one-timer to return
the margin to two.
With Bowdoin seemingly
recapturing control of the
game, Ben Coulthard '14 made
an impressive save to stop a
Polar Bear shot from pointblank range. Paul Burns '15
also made a great defensive
play to save a shot by
Bowdoin's Colin Downey, which

would have extingµished any
hopes the Bantams may have
still had.
The final minutes of the
game were agonizing, as the
Bantams
couldn't
break
through the strong Bowdoin
defense, even during a power
play. Trinity pulled goalie Ben
Coulthard '14 with under a
minute left. Up one man, forward Ryan Cole '17 drilled a
goal from the right wing, giving
Trinity a chance with just 42.8
seconds left. The game ended
with players from both sides
scrambling for the puck up
against the boards, but the
Bantams were unable to get
another shot on the Polar
Bear's net.
Bowdoin held NESCAC
player of the year, Jackson
Brewer '15, and first team allNESCAC forwards, Ryan Cole
and Michael Hawkrigg '16, in
check for most of the game,
helping them defeat the top
seeded Trinity. Unfortunately,
the Bantam's season has come
to a close, as they were not
selected to compete in the
NCAA Division III National
tournament.
However, the 2013-2014
season was one of the most
memorable
seasons
the
Bantams have had in the past
decade.

Trinity Bantam athlete of the week: wrestler Kyle McGuire '15
BRIAN NANCE -'16
STAFF WRITER

"To be totally honest, I
thought I was shooting for the
stars when I made my goals,
but now I'm feeling confident
and I think I belong on the
podium in Iowa."
Last week on March 2,
Kyle McGuire '15 wrestled his
way to the top of the NCAA
Division
III
Northeast
Regional Championship as he
earned the heavyweight title.
McGuire was truly underestimated, despite his great success all season, as he entered
the tournament unranked.
The Bantam took down four
wrestlers at the Wesleyan
field house, including the
number one ranked Lance
Moore
from
the
State
University of New York at
Cortland. McGuire, along
with his teammate Petros
Hologitas '14, are headed to
Cedar Rapids, Iowa to represent Trinity in the 2014
NCAA Division III Wrestling
Championship.
The Mansfield,
Mass.
native has been wrestling
since the fifth grade. The
heavyweight wrestler, and
nose guard on the football
team, has always been a big
guy and, in his youth, he
decided to stray away from
certain sports and take on a
sport he sought to be more
suitable. "Basketball wasn't
really my thing, so when my
parents saw a flyer for youth
wrestling they brought me to
a practice and I was pretty
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Trinity's Kyle McGuire '15 took the NCAA Regional Heavyweight title on March 2, defeating Cortland's Lance Moore.

good early on," recalls
McGuire. "I stuck with it on
and off until eigth grade when
I started wrestling more com petitively and practicing five
days a week.''
Kyle's decision paid off as
he continued to wrestle
throughout his high school
career and ultimately won the
state championship title. Last
season brought great success
for McGuire, as he led his
team in both wins and winning percentage, while having
the third highest number of
pins for the Bantams. As all
athletes do, McGuire planned

on improving an aspect of his
game during this past offseason. It just so happened that
his offseason football training
coincided with his goals of getting bigger and stronger
which has aided him in being
successful this season.
Coming into this season,
Kyle set his sights on winning
the regional championship
and
becoming
an
All
American. He accomplished
his first goal in dramatic fashion last week. Heading into
the final match against Lance
Moore, McGuire said he felt
very relaxed which differed

from his usual nervous feelings. "I realized I could hang
with him and my thoughts
went from 'wrestle tough' to
'you better win this.' After the
match I was ecstatic," says
Kyle. "It sort of hit me that it
was the biggest win of my
career and that I had just
wrestled the best tournament
of my life."
The championship will be
held at the US Cellular
Center on March 14 and 15 in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa where
Cornell (Iowa) will be the
host. A live stream will be
available to watch our fellow
Bantams take on the top
Division III wrestlers in the
country. Be sure to watch and
cheer on McGuire as he
attempts to keep his momentum rolling and stand on top
of another championship podium while establishing his
name as an All American.
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Trinity Women's Lacrosse begins season with consecutive wins
ELIZABETH CAPORALE '16
STAFF WRITER

The
Trinity
Women's
Lacrosse team cranked out
two wins to start off their
2014 campaign, the first coming against 9th ranked Colby
in their home opener on
March 1, and the second coming last Saturday against
Williams. The lady Bantams
defeated Colby and Williams
by scores' of 8-6 and 13-10,
respectively. The team can not
dwell on these wins for very
long though, considering their
next test comes on Mar. 11
when they play Springfield
College on the road.
The goal for this year: winning
another
National
Championship . The 2012
squad accomplished the feat
of winning it all and taking
home the title of National
Champions, beating powerhouse Salisbury in a nail biter
that ended with a score of 8-7.
This was the first Division III
NCAA National Title won by
the program.
Last year, the ladies fell
short of earning the title for a
second time in a row by one
game, as the tables turned
and
Salisbury
defeated
Trinity with a score of 12-5. To
start the 2014 season, Trinity
is ranked second in the coun try, behind only the Salisbury
Seagulls.
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Caroline Hayes '15 scored the game-tying and game-winning goals in the second half of an 8-6 win over Colby on March 1.

Head coach Kate Livesay
leads the women's lacrosse
team, along with assistant
coach Katy Dissinger. Livesay,
a four-time NESCAC coach of
the year, has been coaching at
Trinity for quite some time.
After
graduating
from
Middlebury College, Livesay
became a graduate assistant
at Trinity, serving as assistant
coach for both field hockey
and lacrosse teams; she was
named interim head lacrosse
coach in 2007 and led the
Bantams to their first NCAA

appearance (something that
had not been accomplished
since 1998). New to the program this year is graduate
assistant
Stephanie
McDonald, a former all·
American field hockey player
from Franklin and Marshall
College. McDonald serves as
an assistant coach for the field
hockey team here at Trinity.
The team is led by senior
tri-captains'
Lyndsey
Shepard, a defender from
Hamilton, Mass., Kathleen
Timmons, an attack player

from Branford, Conn. and
Shea Kusiak, another attack
from Longmeadow Mass. This
year the team welcomes ten
first year players, including
Clare Lyne (Concord, Mass.)
and Karly Simpson (South
Hadley, Mass.) who were
named
two
time
all·
Americans in high school.
Other players to look out for
include junior midfielder
Carolyn Hayes (Greenland,
NH) and sophomore midfielder Martha Griffin (Exeter,
NH).

Coaches and players alike
cite the team's depth as one of
their strong suits, and hopefully this will prove to be a
useful quality as their season
progresses. Along with depth,
this team demonstrates an
exceptional level of cohesive·
ness, and according to sophomore goalie Emily Mooney
(New York, N.Y.) each year, a
motto is chosen by the team
as something that exemplifies
the goals the team plans on
achieving and how they plan
to achieve them.
This year, the potent
phrase "conquer today, repeat
tomorrow" was chosen to
remind the players to focus on
the present, and not jump to
thoughts of winning another
national title just yet.
According to Mooney, the
team is trying to take it week
by week, and not get ahead of
themselves. The team also
chooses one word tha t they
hope to play for each season.
This year, the word "inspire"
was picked, and embroidered
on armbands, which many of
the players sport for the
games.
After squaring off with
Springfield, The Bantams will
face Wheaton on March 13
and Bates on March 15. The
team will face Salisbury for
the first time during spring
break in Clermont, Fla. on
March 18.
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HIGHLIGHTS

SCHEDULE
Men's Lacrosse
Mar. 11

MEN'S LACROSSE
The Trinity Men's
Lacrosse team welcomed the Williams
College Ephs for a
NESCAC showdown at
home on March 8. The
Bantams lost an 8-6
advantage in the fourth
quarter and ended the
game losing by one
goal, 9-8.
Michael
Lofrese '16, Terence
Olson '14, Jeff Rautiola
'15, Jack Castelli '15,
Matthew Hauck '15
and Ben Preston '15
contributed
goals.
Mickey Zaverucha '15
made 24 saves in net.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

WOMENS TENNIS

The Trinity Women's The no. 19-ranked
Lacrosse team defeated Trinity Women's Tennis
Williams College on team opened the 2013·
March 8, by a score of 13- 2014 duel match season
10. Williams Led 7-5 with a 7-2 victory over
after the first half, but the no. 20-ranked
Trinity ourtscored the Skidmore College at
Ephs 8-3 in the second home on March 8. The
marks
half to take the victory. match
Kathleen Timmons '14, Skidmore's first loss
Hayes
'15, this season after 6 con·
Caroline
Ashley Stewart '16, Molly secutive wins. Melita
'16
and
Cox '15, Martha Griffin Ferjanic
'16, Shea '14 and Renee Morgan Feldmen '16
Olsen '15 contributed to won as a pair in the no.
the Bantams' 13 goals. 1 doubles match and
Emily Mooney '16 and Regan Cherna '14 and
Bridget Kitchen '15 Senzo Mauve·Maphisa
won at no. 2 doubles.
recorded 6 saves in net.

Mar. 15

at Western New Eng.

4p.m.
1 p.m.

at Bates

Women's Lacrosse
Mar. 13

vs Wheaton

.Mar. 15

vs Bates

4:30 p.m.
12 p.m.

Baseball
Mar. 15

vs Denison

3:30 p.m.

Softball
vs Manchester

Mar. 1

5p.m.

Men's Indoor Track and Field
Mar. 14

at Nebraska Wesleyan

TBA

Women's Indoor Track and Field
Mar. 14

at Nebraska Wesleyan

TBA

Wrestling
M·ar. 14

at Cedar Rapids, IA

TBA

